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An overview of our collections

Polka Dot
our country classic

Bloomsbury
our most sophisticated collection yet

Wonderwick™ Blanc
burns with a crackle

Alphabet
better than a letter

Happy Days 
a gift and a greeting in one sweet package

Vintage Floral 
nostalgic summer fragrances

Carnival
colourful and exotic

Superstars
a scintillating line up

Highland
monarchs of the glen



Welcome to the Country Candle Company’s 2014 catalogue, where
you’ll find the most beautiful, highly scented, British candle
collections – fabulous gifts that are priced right for the times,
without compromising on the premium quality for which we’re
renowned.

We’ve introduced a number of new products for S/S 2014, designed
as always to maximise trade opportunities and consumer appeal.

What makes our candles better quality and better value?

Our exceptional fragrances from a leading English perfumer will scent
your room perfectly. We pour and hand-blend all Country Candles in
small batches in our own factory in the quintessentially English market
town of Devizes. Other manufacturers contract this out. That’s why we
are able to deliver the highest quality product at an affordable price –
just right for today’s savvy consumer.

Highlights S/S 2014    

*NEW Polka Dots fragrances

*NEW Wonderwick™ Blanc Collection

*NEW Bloomsbury fragrance and jar

*NEW Carnival Collection

Beautifully British fragrance collections S/S 2014

Good reasons to stock Country
Candles

 The price. Attractive for consumers
with good retail margin.

 The quality.Handcrafted in
England with premium fragrances and
wax.

 The look. Designer-led packaging
jumps off the shelf.

 The trend. Ideas and concepts that
are right on trend.

 The fragrances. Scented candles
that actually perform.
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Polka Dots Collection

The polka dot is a timeless
design classic – from fashion
to picnic rugs, and now our
collection of outstanding
candles. There are 20
variations in all – including six
new additions for 2014.

OUR COUNTRY CLASSIC. 

Our first ever collection!

Vogue jars
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Polka Dots in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Apple Blossom Seashore English Bluebell

Moroccan Blush Rose

Fig and Cedar Orange Blossom and Jasmine

Fresh Linen

Green Tea and Grapefruit

Grapefruit and Neroli Silverbirch



Morello Cherry and Almond
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Polka Dots in a tin 

Lime, Basil and Mandarin Cotton Fields Lavender Bergamot

Romance Mango Mandarin Earl Grey Noir

Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine Zanzibar Vanilla Lime Sorbet

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW



Polka Dots medium vogue jar
• 110mm high x 90mm diameter
• 60 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 4

Apple Blossom English Bluebell Fig and Cedar

Fresh Linen Silverbirch Grapefruit and Neroli

Moroccan Blush Rose Orange Blossom and Jasmine Seashore

Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine
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Morello Cherry and Almond Zanzibar Vanilla Lime Sorbet

Romance Green Tea and Grapefruit Lime Basil and Mandarin

Mango Mandarin Earl Grey Noir Cotton Fields

Lavender Berganot

Polka Dots medium vogue jar
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW
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Apple Blossom

Fresh Linen

Orange Blossom and Jasmine

Grapefruit and Neroli

English Bluebell

Silverbirch

Moroccan Blush Rose

Seashore

Fig and Cedar

Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine

Polka Dots reed diffusers
• 260mm high x 65mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks
• sold in packs of 6
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Cotton Fields

Green Tea and Grapefruit

Morello Cherry and Almond

Lavender Bergamot

Mango Mandarin

Vanilla Lime Sorbet

Earl Grey Noir

Lime Basil and Mandarin

Romance

Zanzibar

Polka Dots reed diffusers

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW
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Vintage Floral 

If you aren’t feeling nostalgic for the summery fragrances of days gone by, you will be by
the time you light up one of our Vintage Floral Collection. And you’ll have a beautiful
keepsake tin for your memories too.
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Vintage Floral in keepsake tin
• 50mm high x 60mm wide
• 20 hours burn time 
• sold in packs of 6

Apple Blossom Fig and Cedar Fresh Linen

Grapefruit and Neroli Moroccan Blush Rose Sweet Pea

Vintage Floral tumbler glass
• 90mm high x 76mm diameter
• 40 hours burn time 
• sold in packs of 6

Apple Blossom Fig and Cedar Fresh Linen

Grapefruit and Neroli Moroccan Blush Rose Sweet Pea
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Grapefruit and Neroli Moroccan Blush Rose Sweet Pea

Apple Blossom Fig and Cedar Fresh Linen

Vintage Floral reed diffuser
• 55mm wide x 55mm deep x 200mm high
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks 
• sold in packs of 6



Se Cecti
OH TO BE BY THE SEASIDE! Shut your eyes and you’ll practically be able to feel the
warmth of the sun on your face and hear the sound of waves lapping on the sand. Take a
holiday whenever you want with our new Seaside Collection.
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Beach Sunset Driftwood

Ocean Mist Seagrass Linen

Seaside in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Beach Sunset Driftwood

Ocean Mist Seagrass Linen

Seaside in a vogue jar
• 110mm high x 90mm diameter
• 60 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 4
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Beach Sunset Driftwood

Ocean Mist Seagrass Linen

Seaside reed diffusers
• 260mm high x 65mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks 
• sold in packs of 6
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PURE SOPHISTICATION. Bloomsbury is our most
sophisticated collection yet, with a bold floral design and
luxurious fragrances.
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Wild Fig and Cassis Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Lavender and Bergamot

Amber and Lavender Apple Blossom and Elderflower

Grapefruit and Neroli Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine

NEW

Sparkling Spice

Bloomsbury in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6
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Bloomsbury reed diffusers
• 260mm high x 65mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks 
• sold in packs of 6

Apple Blossom and Elderflower Sparkling Spice

Grapefruit and Neroli Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine
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Bloomsbury reed diffusers

Wild Fig and Cassis Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Lavender and BergamotAmber and Lavender

NEW
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Bloomsbury candle in a trinket jar 
• 126mm high x 106mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time 
• sold in packs of 3

Amber and Lavender Apple Blossom and Elderflower

Grapefruit and Neroli Lavender and Bergamot

NEW
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Bloomsbury candle in a trinket jar

Pomegranate and Pink Pepper Wild Fig and Cassis

Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine Sparkling Spice
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Bloomsbury scented sachet
• 170mm high x 115mm wide
• lasts around 4–6 weeks
• sold in display cartons of 24

Amber and Lavender Apple Blossom and Elderflower

Grapefruit and Neroli Lavender and Bergamot

NEW
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Bloomsbury scented sachet

Pomegranate and Pink Pepper Wild Fig and Cassis

Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine Sparkling Spice
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Wild Fig and Cassis Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Lavender and BergamotSparkling Spice

Amber and Lavender Apple Blossom and Elderflower

Grapefruit and Neroli Wild Honeysuckle and Jasmine

NEW

Bloomsbury in a classic glass
• 90mm high x 76mm diameter
• 40 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6



WONDERWICK™

BLANC COLLECTION

We’ve crackled it!
One of our most exciting offerings. We’ve developed 
a candle with a wooden wick! Not only do they burn with a
soothing crackling sound, but they also ‘throw’ the scent
further, faster.

NEW 
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Wonderwick™ Blanc Collection in a glass with lid
• 90mm high x 80mm diameter
• sold in packs of 4

NEW

Apple Blossom

Coconut and Mango

Honeysuckle and Jasmine

Black Pomegranate

Fresh Linen

Spiced Lime
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Wonderwick™ Retro Collection in medium vogue jar
• 110mm high x 90mm diameter
• sold in packs of 4

Fresh Linen Amber and Lavender Apple Blossom

Black Pomegranate Fig and Cassis Alpine Lodge

Green Tea and Grapefruit Grapefruit and Neroli

Havana Manor House

Gingerbread

Sparkling Spice
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Happy Days NEW

A personalised greetings candle in a tin.

It’s lovely to add a personal
greeting to those small gifts
that you give to friends,
family, teachers, colleagues –
but you can end up spending
as much money on the card
as the actual gift. Here’s the
perfect answer.
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Happy Days in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

NEW

Super Mum (Apple Blossom fragrance) Valentine’s Day (Moroccan Blush Rose fragrance) Season’s Greetings (Sparkling Spice fragrance)

Happy Anniversary (Green Tea and Grapefruit fragrance) Happy Birthday (Vanilla Lime Sorbet fragrance) New Home (Black Pomegranate fragrance)

Thank You (Fresh Linen fragrance) Thank You Teacher (Fig and Cassis fragrance) Happy Wedding Day (Romance fragrance)
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Carniva�Colours Collection
NEW

Don’t just have a party.
Create a carnival with
these bold fragrances
and vibrant colours.
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Carnival Colours in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

NEW

Fabulous Floral Bright Crystal Velvet Rouge

Carnival Colours reed diffusers
• 265mm high x 73mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks
• sold in packs of 4

NEW

Fabulous Floral Bright Crystal Velvet Rouge
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Celebration�
Our Celebrations candle collection builds on the success of our
Vintage Floral candles. With its richly coloured packaging this is
a ready-made gift – you don’t even need to wrap it up. It looks just
like the biscuit or sweet tins that people love to give and receive
on special days.
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Celebrations in keepsake tin
• 50mm high x 60mm wide
• 20 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Black Pomegranate Tonka Bean and Vanilla Sparkling Spice

Celebrations tumbler glass
• 90mm high x 76mm diameter
• 40 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Black Pomegranate Tonka Bean and Vanilla Sparkling Spice

General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Black Pomegranate Sparkling Spice Tonka Bean and Vanilla

Celebrations reed diffuser
• 55mm wide x 55mm deep x 200mm high
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks
• sold in packs of 6

Keepsake tins in counter display



Superstars Collection
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General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Superstars mini vogue jars
• 80mm high x 55mm diameter
• 15 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Alpine Lodge Amber and Lavender Bamboo Teak

Fig and Cassis Bitter Vanilla Black Pomegranate

Gardenia and Cardamom
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Superstars mini vogue jars

Gingerbread Mandarin and Nutmeg Sparkling Spice

Mountain Breeze Tonka Bean and Vanilla Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Verbena Basil

General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Superstars in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Alpine Lodge Amber and Lavender Bamboo Teak

Bitter VanillaFig and Cassis Black Pomegranate

Gardenia and Cardamom
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Superstars in a tin 

Gingerbread Mandarin and Nutmeg Sparkling Spice

Mountain Breeze Tonka Bean and Vanilla Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Verbena Basil

General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Superstars medium vogue jar
• 110mm high x 90mm diameter
• 60 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 4

Alpine Lodge Amber and Lavender Bamboo Teak

Fig and Cassis Bitter Vanilla Black Pomegranate

Gardenia and Cardamom
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Superstars medium vogue jar

Gingerbread Mandarin and Nutmeg Sparkling Spice

Mountain Breeze Tonka Bean and Vanilla Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Verbena Basil

General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Superstars reed diffusers
• 260mm high x 65mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks
• sold in packs of 6

Alpine Lodge

Bitter Vanilla

Amber and Lavender

Black Pomegranate

Bamboo Teak

Fig and Cassis
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Superstars reed diffusers

Gingerbread

Pomegranate and Pink Pepper

Mandarin and Nutmeg

Sparkling Spice

Gardenia and Cardamom

Tonka Bean and Vanilla

Mountain Breeze

Verbena Basil

General stock 

available from
 July 

– watch out for new fragrance 

additions then!
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Highland Collection
Make it ‘burns’ night, any night, with our own tartan army of
candles and reed diffusers. Of course, these will sell well north of
the border, but for the many Scots living away here’s the perfect way
to get a little scent of home.
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Balmoral (Amber and Lavender fragrance) Claymore (Fig and Cassis fragrance)

Highland (Sparkling Spice) Speyside (Black Pomegranate fragrance)

Highland in a tin
• 66mm high x 75mm diameter
• 30 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

Balmoral (Amber and Lavender fragrance) Claymore (Fig and Cassis fragrance)

Highland (Sparkling Spice) Speyside (Black Pomegranate fragrance)

Highland 
in a medium vogue jar
• 110mm high x 90mm diameter
• 60 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6
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Highland reed diffusers
• 265mm high x 73mm diameter
• 100ml bottle – lasts around 8 weeks
• sold in packs of 4

Balmoral (Amber and Lavender fragrance) Claymore (Fig and Cassis fragrance) Highland (Sparkling Spice) Speyside (Black Pomegranate fragrance)



alphabet
A message for everyone.
These votive candles, with letterpress-style monograms, make lovely
gifts as single letters or joined together to make words and
messages, with the help of ‘&’ and a heart. All Alphabet candles are
scented with our popular Peruvian Rosewood fragrance.
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Alphabet votive glass in a natural kraft gift box
• 70mm high x 60mm diameter
• 15 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 3
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Alphabet votive glass in a natural kraft gift box

Alphabet counter-top display stand
Contents: 3 of each letter A–Z, 3 hearts and 3 ‘&’s. Supplied
with wooden counter-top stand.

I love you – gift pack

MUM – gift pack



A MESSAGE WITH A GLOW. We’ve all sat with a pen in our hand
trying to think of a nice message to write in a card. Make your
message more memorable with a Country Candle that will appeal to
all of the senses.
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Votive glass in a natural kraft gift box
• 70mm high x 60mm diameter
• 15 hours burn time
• sold in packs of 6

All the best Happy Birthday

New Home Special Friend

Special Mum True Love

Thank you Wedding Day
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Merchandising

Point of sale

1. Display stand
100cm wide x 205cm high x 30cm deep

2. Counter-top display
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Alpine Lodge
Like a stroll through a frosted wood, this is fresh and cool with
notes of fir trees and conifers. Hints of grapefruit blend with pine
and spices. Finally there's a herbal close.

Amber and Lavender
With a rich and sophisticated opening of citrus notes including
bergamot, lemon, tropical pineapple and fresh apple mixed with
nuances of rose and spicy highlights of black pepper. The herbal
heart combines classic lavender with rosemary, sage, patchouli
and amber. The musky, sweet base closes with mossy notes.

Apple Blossom / Apple Blossom and Elderflower
A delicate fresh floral fragrance with sparkling cassis top notes and
juicy fruit accents. An elegant rose heart is followed by a soft base
of precious sandalwood and musk.

Bamboo Teak
Unusual tones of lemon blend with mandarin and plum, lead
towards a heady aniseed, jasmine and lily heart warmed by amber.
The close is musky-sweet with cedarwood, sandalwood, caramel
and vanilla.

Beach Sunset
Invigorating cinnamon and spices blend towards a floral heart
featuring the blossom of rose with clove buds, coffee flower and
ylang ylang to stimulate. The close offers deep, dark tobacco,
cedar and patchouli with gentle hints of vanilla and vetiver.

Bitter Vanilla
Unwraps with freshly squeezed bergamot, black pepper and fennel
leading to a heart of jasmine, French lavender and vanilla
lingering over a base of warm woods, musks, and bitter chocolate.

Black Pomegranate
A fragrant blend of mandarin and pomegranate with a heart of
patchouli and incense is supported by rich cashmere musk and
woods. 

Cotton Fields
Blossoms of lily, lotus, freesia and jasmine          are introduced by sharp
citrus and green tea leaves for fresh scent that offers aspects are
green-citrus-floral in each intake. The close offers a long lasting
impression through soft woods and powdery tones

Driftwood
A fragrant blend of mandarin and pomegranate with a heart of
patchouli and incense is supported by rich cashmere musk and
woods.

Earl Grey Noir
Fresh cut grass meets with the fruits of pineapple and orange at the
top, leading to a wild bouquet of lily, gardenia and jasmine, with
depth through patchouli and tea as moss and vetiver add earthy
tones through the close with a light touch of vanilla.

English Bluebell
A beautiful floral accord of exotic jasmine and freesia uplifted by
notes of bluebells, honeysuckle and lily resting on a base of elegant
musk.

Fig and Cassis
Fresh notes of green leaf mix with fruity accords of cassis,
strawberry and grapes at the opening. The heart blooms with floral
notes of lily and jasmine combined with juicy figs, leading to a
woody trail of amber and cedar.

Fig and Cedar
       A refreshing yet deep scent of green leaf and cassis leads to a heart
of juicy fig, lily and jasmine, supported by warming wood, amber
and cedar.

Fresh Linen
A fresh, ozonic floral scent opening with refreshing citrus top notes
which spiral to a pretty heart of violet, rose, muguet, tuberose,
melon and notes of ozone. The base combines soft musk, precious
woods, amber and vanilla.

Gardenia and Cardamom
A beautiful bouquet of gardenia, jasmine and lilies is strengthened
with tones of ylang ylang. Delicate musks in the base offer a truly
gentle fragrance.

Gingerbread
A rich gourmand aroma combining luxurious spices such as ginger,
cinnamon, nutmeg and clove whilst the base blends creamy
vanilla, maple syrup, brown sugar and musk.

Grapefruit and Neroli
A bold, citrus fragrance with effervescent grapefruit fizzing
through the top. A hint of spice continues the energetic theme and
at the same time patchouli and vetiver add depth and harmony.

Green Tea and Grapefruit
A fresh mix of bergamot, green tea, cassis, apricot and grapefruit
leads to orange blossom, jasmine and ginger, all supported by
amber and musk.

Honeysuckle and Jasmine
A bright floral bouquet. Green top notes give a big first impression
and herald a parade of flowers to follow; cool cyclamen, heady
honeysuckle and finally spicy lily.

Lavender Bergamot 
Lemon peel and mandarin blend with lime juice and bergamot for
a fresh, citrus start that offers a palate-cleansing experience to
introduce a herbal heart that boasts rosemary with jasmine, ylang
ylang and the petals of a beautiful lily. Amber warms through the
base with patchouli, musks and sandalwood.

Lemon Meringue Pie
Muted hues of citrus at the top with lemon and lime, blend with
rich fruits and spice for a gourmand heart, as vanilla, tonka and
musks breeze through the base.

Lime, Basil and Mandarin
A fresh vibrant aroma blends sparkling grapefruit with armoise,
mandarin, orange and zingy lime to a heart which marries
jasmine, lavender, lily of the valley, violet and basil whilst a
warm, rich base of cedarwood, amber, patchouli, sandalwood and
moss completes the scent.

Mandarin and Nutmeg
A citrus opening leads towards a heart of white peach, freesia and
jasmine spiced with nutmeg before leading to a sweetened base of
tonka bean, musk, cedar and vanilla.

Mango Mandarin
Vibrant and juicy top notes of freshly squeezed mandarin and
orange entwine with juicy notes of melon and exotic mango. A
heart of delicate white flowers twisted with tart rhubarb rests on a
supportive base of soft musks.

Morello Cherry and Almond
An enticing blend of rich black berry, raspberry and apricot is   
lifted by citrus nuances before cascading into a warm heart of
almond and violet flower. A base of enveloping sweet vanilla
cocoons the jus.

Moroccan Blush Rose
A gentle blend of orange and lychee leads on to rose, orange
blossom and geranium supported by exotic woods, musk, vanilla
and oakmoss.

Mountain Breeze
Fresh zests of orange and bergamot introduce a spiced blend of
ginger, cinnamon and cardamom, with touches of rose and
jasmine. Cedar, patchouli and amber add warmth with vanilla
and sandalwood coming together to close.

Ocean Mist
A brisk blend of fresh, marine and sea salt merges with jasmine,
supported by dry woods, amber and musks.

Orange Blossom and Jasmine
A citrus note of orange, petit grain and lemon moves into orange
blossom and jasmine, supported by soft amber.

Peony and Pink Pepper
A rich, floral aroma opening with stimulating notes of spicy pink
pepper and ginseng, with freesia, ylang ylang and gardenia
aroused by a rich floral heart of black rose, violet, orris and white
orchid, resting on seductive base notes of deliciously sweet vanilla,
pillow-soft musk, sensual woods and sun-ripened raspberries.

Peruvian Rosewood
An interesting aroma of green leaf, armoise, citrus and mint lead
into patchouli, lavender, amber, jasmine and ginger, supported by
vanilla, musk and sandalwood.

Plum Pudding
Fresh fruity notes of lemon, strawberry and pineapple, laced with
rum leads into spicy cinnamon, clove, nutmeg and cardamon with
coconut undertones, all supported by a base of creamy caramel
and balsamic.

Pomegranate and Pink Pepper
A fruity mix of raspberry, mandarin and green leaf leads to accents
of rose, lily and jasmine, supported by rich vanilla, sandalwood
and musk-iris.

Romance
Soft floral accords of cyclamen, jasmine, rose, and muguet are
heightened with a sparkling fruity ozonic top which includes plum,
cassis, melon, orange and lemon resting on  a base of powdery
musks and ambers.

Seagrass Linen
A fresh, ozonic floral scent opening with refreshing citrus top notes
which spiral to a pretty heart of violet, rose, muguet, tuberose,
melon and notes of ozone. The base combines soft musk, precious
woods, amber and vanilla.

Seashore
A brisk blend of fresh, marine and sea-salt merges with jasmine,
supported by dry woods, amber and musks.

Silverbirch
This is a fresh, light blend of violet leaf, orange and green leaf with
a heart of lavender, jasmine, patchouli and lily supported by rich
cedarwood, musk, moss, amber and vetiver.

Sparkling Spice
A gorgeous fragrance that opens with sparkling wine, orange,
mandarin and apple, stirring into clove and cinnamon on a base
of cedarwood, musk and vanilla.

Sweet Pea
A fusion of lemon, lime, anise, violet and eucalyptus, leading to
rose, jasmine, lily, cyclamen, carnation and lilac with a base of
wood and balsamic.

Tonka Bean and Vanilla
Invigorating cinnamon and spices blend towards a floral heart
featuring the blossom of rose with clove buds, coffee flower and
ylang ylang to stimulate. The close offers deep, dark tobacco,
cedar and patchouli with gentle hints of vanilla and vetiver.

Vanilla Lime Sorbet
Muted hues of citrus at the top with lemon and lime, blend with
rich fruits and spice for a gourmand heart, as vanilla, tonka and
musks breeze through the base.

Verbena Basil
Citrus-herbal scent that blends bergamot with basil and spearmint
at the top, leading to tarragon and green eucalyptus at the heart.
Jasmine and vanilla add comfort in the base.

Wild Fig and Cassis 
Fresh notes of green leaf mix with fruity accords of cassis,
strawberry and grapes at the opening. The heart blooms with floral
notes of lily and jasmine combined with juicy figs, leading to a
woody trail of amber and cedar.

Zanzibar 
Zests of orange are encased by ozonic, green hues as lily blossoms
through the heart with added fresh-     ocean touches. The close is
powdered with amber, musks and coconut with sweet vanilla.

Fragrance directory



To order stock call 0844 915 0005
or email sales@thecountrycandlecompany.com

www.thecountrycandlecompany.com

Our network of agents across the UK and Ireland can present Country Candle collections, 
enabling retailers to sniff the fragrances and see the highly-designed packaging. 
Country Candles are sold worldwide – for distributor opportunities please email

info@thecountrycandlecompany.com

The Country Candle Company Limited
Stonebridge House · Devizes · Wiltshire SN10 3DY · United Kingdom


